Cancer Funding Opportunities-updates & reminders

These are also posted on the Cancer funding opportunity webpage: http://med.stanford.edu/rmg/funding/cancer.html

**Highlights:**

- **Internal Stanford cancer-related funding opportunities and training programs**
  - Parker Institute for Cancer Immunotherapy @ Stanford Medicine-PCI @ Stanford Bedside to Bench Grant Program (**June 15**)
  - Stanford Cancer Institute -SCI 2018 Pancreatic Cancer Innovation Awards (PCIA) (**June 15**)
  - Stanford Center for Cancer Systems Biology (CCSB)-Pilot Project $50K RFA (tumor immunology) (**July 31**)
  - Stanford Cancer Center Clinical Innovation Fund (**July 31**)
  - Cancer-Translational Nanotechnology Training (Cancer-TNT) Program (**Aug. 1**)

- **Limited submission programs-reminders**
  - St. Baldrick's Foundation-Pediatric Cancer-2019 Fellowship Award (Internal SCI deadline: **June 18**)
  - DoD CDMRP Kidney Cancer Research Program RFPs-just released
    - Concept Award $75K (Pre-app/LOI: July 11)
    - Idea Development Award $400K (Pre-app/LOI: Sept. 5)
    - Physician Research Award $200K (Pre-app/LOI: Sept. 5)
    - Technology Development Award $300K (Pre-app/LOI: Sept. 5)
    - Translational Research Partnership Award $600K (Pre-app/LOI: Sept. 5)

- **National Institute of Health (NIH)**
  - NIH funding opportunity search tool-search by issuing organization (i.e., NCI) or keywords
  - Special FOA announcement:
    - NIH NCI Improving the Reach and Quality of Cancer Care in Rural Populations (R01 Clinical Trial Required) RFA-CA-18-026 (Sept. 19)
  - Links to:
    - NIH NCI investigator-initiated FOAs and other highlights
    - NIH NCI K Career Development awards

- **Foundation/Association programs**
  - **Special announcements**
    - American Cancer Society-Clinical Research Professor (**LOI: Aug. 1**)
    - AACR Stand Up To Cancer T-Cell Lymphoma Dream Team Translational Research Grant $8M (**LOI: July 2**)

- **RFPs arranged by topic:**
  - Childhood cancer (note: June & July deadlines)-**includes new RFP**
  - Lymphoma **new RFPs**
  - Mesothelioma
  - Myeloma
  - Ovarian Cancer
  - Pancreatic Cancer
  - Damon Runyon Cancer Research Foundation Postdoctoral fellowships

- **AACR Prizes (not sponsored projects)**
  - AACR Team Science Award $50K prize (Aug. 1)